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ABSTRACT  Purpose. This article reports the
pharmacokinetics, radiation dosimetry and
radioimmunoscintigraphy (RIS) of two 99mTc-labelled
monoclonal antibodies (MAb) used to detect cancer.
Methods: The effects of circulating antigen in female
cancer patients are explored and their effects on the
ability of these MAbs to effectively perform as RIS
agents noted. To illustrate the effects of circulating
antigen, data using MAb B43.13 (OVAREX,
AltaRex Corp., Waltham, MA, USA) from a Pilot
study in ovarian cancer patients are presented. The
results from a Phase II study of MAb 170H.82 (Tru-
Scint AD, BIOMIRA INC., Edmonton, Alberta,
Canada) in patients with primary and locally
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recurrent breast cancer were used to portray the
biodistribution patterns when no circulating antigen
is present. Data from planar gamma camera images
were obtained for both groups and used for
pharmacokinetic and radiation dosimetry analyses.
Results: A pharmacokinetic analysis indicated a
shorter residence time and higher clearance of 99mTc-
MAb-B43.13 that was ascribed in part to the
circulating CA 125 antigen in this group of ovarian
cancer patients. Conclusion: These clearance
patterns resulted in acceptable, though higher
radiation doses to the spleen and urinary bladder wall
for these patients when compared to the MAb-
170H.82 group. Both MAbs were found to produce
acceptable radioimmunoscintigraphic images.

INTRODUCTION

Monoclonal antibodies (MAbs), labelled with
appropriate radionuclides, have been extensively
tested throughout the last decade as
radioimmunoscintigraphy (RIS) agents in diagnostic
oncology (1,2). Despite the promise held out by
MAbs as highly specific targeting agents, and
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encouraging preliminary results (3), the most are still
in clinical trials and only a few MAb products are
available commercially. The reasons behind their
lack performance are varied (4, 5, 6, 7) and include:
1) low tumor uptake, 2) poor specificity and
selectivity, 3) unwanted reactions with the immune
system (human anti-mouse antibody or HAMA
response), 4) effects of circulating antigen and 5)
immunoconjugate stability (8). However, in spite of
these problems, RIS techniques have not been
abandoned, as several second-generation MAbs or
MAb fragments have recently been approved or are
nearing market approval (9). MAb-based products
continue to be developed to take advantage of their
targeting abilities for diagnosis and therapy (10, 11).

The importance of finding new tools in the diagnostic
arsenal against breast cancer is evident from a recent
study that has shown that breast cancer continues to
be the most common cancer in women. In 1994 it
was predicted that 182,000 new cases of breast
cancer would occur in the United States, associated
with an estimated 46,000 attributed deaths (12). Over
the last three decades, increased 5-year survival has
been ascribed to a number of causes including earlier
detection and the implementation of adjuvant
therapies. Current strategies utilized to provide early
detection of breast cancers include breast self-
examination, physician examination, and
mammography with needle localization of specific
mammographic abnormalities (13). Ovarian cancer is
the second most common gynaecological malignancy
and, despite recent improvements in diagnosis and
treatment, it remains the leading cause of death in
patients with gynaecological malignancies. The
overall cure rate is approximately 37%. However,
whilst 80 - 90% of those patients with local disease at
presentation are cured, only 15 - 25% of those in
whom the disease is disseminated may be cured (14).

Two second-generation MAbs used in the diagnosis
of breast or ovarian cancer were compared in this
study to analyze the effects of circulating antigen.
The RIS and biodistribution patterns of 99mTc labelled
MAb-B43.13 (ovarian cancer) and MAb-170H.82
(breast cancer) are described in this paper. A
comparison of patient radiation dose estimates for

these two 99mTc labelled MAbs are also presented.
The effects of circulating antigen is explored in
relation to the pharmacokinetics and the MAb’s
ability to effectively act as an RIS agent for these
cancers.

Data for this study were obtained from two sources.
As part of a pilot clinical study at the Johann
Wolfgang Goethe University Medical Centre in
Frankfurt, Germany, a radiopharmacokinetic model
was developed to define the behavior of 99mTc-MAb-
B43.13 for future diagnostic - and possible
radioimmunotherapeutic trials (15). All patients
enrolled in the trial had measurable levels of
circulating antigen, CA 125. CA 125 is a high
molecular weight glycoprotein associated with
epithelial ovarian cancer and is widely used as a
serum marker in this group of patients (16, 17) and in
patients who have disseminated malignancy. It has
been shown to be an effective marker of disease
extent and of response to therapy. To illustrate the
effects of no circulating antigen, results from a Phase
II study using 99mTc-MAb-170H.82, in patients with
primary and locally recurrent breast cancer at the
Cross Cancer Institute in Edmonton (18) were used).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Monoclonal Antibodies

MAb-B43.13 specifically recognizes CA 125. B43.13
is a murine IgG1, kappa light chain MAb with an
affinity for CA 125 of approximately 1.2 x 109 M-1.
The MAb is supplied as a vial containing 2 mg of
predispensed, sterile and non-pyrogenic frozen
solution of derivatized MAb-B43.13 in the presence
of saline and a buffer complex. The MAb was
formulated using a photoactivation process (19).
Labelling was performed with the addition of sodium

pertechnetate  99mTc USP (1.6 - 2.0 GBq) to directly
label the reduced thiol-groups to produce a nearly
neutral pH solution that remained stable for at least
two hours after radiolabelling. The radiochemical
purity (percentage of 99mTc bound to MAb-B43.13)
of the preparation was determined by instant thin
layer chromatography (methanol:saline, 85:15). The
product contained no antimicrobial preservative.
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Approximately 5 mL of normal saline containing 2
mg of 99mTc-MAb-B43.13 was infused IV to each
patient over a period of 1 minute.

The monoclonal antibody, MAb-170H.82 (IgG1
kappa light chain), was derived from a fusion
between lymphocytes of balb/c mice immunized with
a synthetic conjugate of the Thomsen Friedenreich
antigen (20) and human serum albumin (TFβ/HSA),
and fused to the fusion partner FOX/NY myeloma. In
immunohistochemical studies this MAb strongly
stains neoplastic cells derived from epithelial origins,
including breast adenocarcinoma (21). Preliminary
results suggest that the antigen to which MAb-
170H.82 binds, is a membrane-associated
glycoprotein of 35 kDa. Biomira Inc. (Edmonton,
Alberta) supplied the MAb in kit form as a frozen
liquid formulation (Tru-Scint  AD).
Radiolabelling was performed by the addition of
sodium pertechnetate 99mTc USP, containing up to a
maximum of 4,000 MBq in a maximum volume of
2 mL, to the vial containing the MAb. Dosages
ranged from 1 to 4 mg of MAb in 5 mL of normal
saline that was infused IV to each patient over a
period of 1 minute. The radiochemical purity
(percentage of 99mTc bound to MAb-170H.82) of the
preparation was determined by instant thin layer
chromatography (methanol:saline, 85:15). The
product contained no antimicrobial preservative.

Patient Population

Fifty-three patients were enrolled into the MAb-
170H.82 trial; the local ethics committee had
approved the protocol and all patients gave written
informed consent. The mean age was 51.4 years
(range: 33 - 75). Patients included in this study had
primary  (n = 15) or metastatic adenocarcinoma (n =
38) of the breast and had undergone radiological
evaluation of their tumor sites within 4 weeks of
antibody injection. The tumor status of each patient at
the time of participation was defined and compared
with imaging results. Patients were excluded from the
study if they had a prior history of significant allergic
reactions. Following approval by the local ethics
committee, a subgroup of six patients volunteered for
the pharmacokinetic and radiation dosimetry study.

Ten patients were enrolled into the MAb-B43.13
study; the local ethics committee had approved the
study and all patients gave written informed consent.
All patients had been diagnosed with ovarian cancer,
had previously undergone surgery and had failed to
respond to one or more courses of chemotherapy. All
patients had confirmed disease at the time of
imaging. The age ranged from 24 to 72 years (mean
age 55 years).

Imaging Parameters

Whole-body conjugate-view images were acquired
with a dual-head gamma camera using a LEAP
collimator. MAb-170H.82 was imaged with a
Siemens camera (Siemens Medical Systems, Inc.,
Nuclear Medicine Group, Hoffman Estates, Illinois,
USA) and MAb-B43.13 with a Picker camera (Picker
International, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio, USA). Anterior
and posterior whole body images for both studies
were obtained immediately after injection and at 2-6,
14-18, 22-26 and 46 – 50 hours post injection.

Image Processing

Regions of interest (ROI) were chosen on the basis of
observed organ uptake and the same ROIs were
applied to all time points for a given patient, on both
anterior and posterior projections. The unprocessed
data recorded from the gamma camera consisted of 1)
the number of counts in each ROI for the anterior and
posterior images (heart, liver, spleen and left kidney),
2) the time required to acquire the image and 3) the
elapsed time (post-injection). The geometric mean
was calculated for each ROI from the anterior and
posterior image data, corrected for the attenuation
and scatter of gamma photons in tissue (22, 23) and
decay corrected to the time of injection. Attenuation
correction was estimated based on patient CT data, or
if not available, from the mean of several patients
within the study. The processed ROI counts were
expressed as a percentage of the whole body, where
the “immediate” whole-body image was assumed to
represent 100% of the injected dose. The area under
the time-activity-curve was used to estimate the
cumulated activity for each ROI and, using standard
MIRD schema (24) organ and whole-body radiation
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doses were calculated. Tumor uptake was not
calculated for either group as all of the patients in the
B43.13 group had undergone prior surgery.

Data Processing

All data collation, data processing and radiation dose
estimates were performed using programs developed
with the spreadsheet program, Quattro Pro for
Windows (Novell Inc. Release 6.0). S-values, used in
radiation dosimetry calculations, were obtained from
MIRDOSE2 (Copyright 1984, Oak Ridge Associated
Universities, EE Watson, M Stabin and WE Bolch).
Pharmacokinetic analyses for both the image and
blood data were performed using a nonlinear least-
squares regression program WinNonlin (Scientific
Software Inc., Version 1.1). The program LAGRAN
(25) was used to integrate the area under the ROI
time-activity curve. Statistical analyses were
performed using SPSS for Windows (SPSS Inc.
Release 6.1). Gamma camera region-of-interest
(ROI) data was calculated using Siemens software
(B43.13) or MEDisplay (C-soft).

Biological Sampling

Serum data were collected from each patient at
predetermined times up to 72 hours post-injection
(approximately 0.25, 1, 2, 4, 6, 20, 26, 48 and 72h)
and assayed for total radioactivity. In order to
measure the stability of the 99mTc label in the patient's
serum, an ELISA-based analysis of the MAb-B43.13
and SE-HPLC-based analysis of MAb-170H.82 was
used (26). CA 125 levels were measured for the
ovarian cancer group (ELISA). HAMA responses
were tested for all patients in both studies. No
adverse reactions to the radiolabelled MAb were seen
in any patient. No clinically significant changes were
determined between the pre-injection and post-
injection haematological and biochemical parameters
evaluated and there were no observed changes in
vital signs following the administration of the
radiolabelled MAb. Urine was collected from all
patients at 6-hour intervals up to 72 hours post-
injection.

RESULTS

Imaging

99mTc-MAb-170H.82

Fifty-one of the 53 patients enrolled were evaluable
for assessment of efficacy. Two patients were
considered non-evaluable; in one no disease was
found at surgery despite a highly suspicious
mammogram and biopsy; in the second patient the
images were technically flawed and clinically
uninterpretable. On a per patient basis RIS showed
both sensitivity and positive predictive values of 96%
(18).

Eighty-six lesions were scored as true positive in the
total patient population. Twenty-nine of the lesions
were seen only on SPECT imaging and 40 were
delineated better on SPECT than on planar imaging,
particularly in the axilla and in small lesions (< 1.5
cm) in the breast. Our RIS image data are presented
in both static figures suitable for producing hard copy
(suitable for a post-script based printout such as
Adobe AcrobatTM), or they can be observed in
dynamic form using a suitable web-based browser.
Figure 1 shows planar images of uptake in a primary
breast cancer while Figure 2 and Figure 3
demonstrate the SPECT appearance of uptake in a
primary tumor. 99mTc-MAb-170 was used
successfully in identifying metastatic breast
adenocarcinoma in various lymph node groups.
Metastases were visualized in the axillary, internal
mammary chain, and supraclavicular fossae lymph
nodes. Examples of axillary and supraclavicular
metastases identified are shown for planar (Figure 4)
and SPECT (Figure 5) images. On-line manipulation
of these images by the reader is possible when using
Internet Explorer 4.0 or greater of Netscape 4.0 or
greater. A Help file can be accessed to assist the
reader in viewing these images.

Sensitivity and positive predictive accuracy data are
reviewed elsewhere (18) it was not considered valid
to calculate specificity, negative predictive value or
accuracy as the patient population selection was
based on a high probability of malignant disease. No
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difference in sensitivity was seen among any of the
three dose levels investigated and the same range of
lesion size was found at all dose levels. The smallest
soft tissue lesion detected was 0.5 cm and the largest
was 7 cm. One lesion of 5 cm was not demonstrated.
There was no correlation between size of lesion and
true positivity.

Figure 1: Planar gamma camera image illustrating the

uptake of 99mTc-MAb-170H.82 in primary breast cancer.

Figure 2: Image of the uptake of 99mTc-MAb-170H.82 in

primary breast cancer. SPECT slices show breast

tumor uptake of Tc-99m MAb-170H.82 in the left breast

(SPECT slices 16 to 22 - increase intensity as needed).

This uptake corresponds to a known lesion.

Figure 3: Image shows breast tumor uptake of Tc-99m

MAb-170H.82 in the right breast corresponding to the

known lesion.

Figure 4: Planar image of the uptake of 99mTc-MAb-

170H.82 in the left axilla at 24 hours post injection.

Figure 5: Image of the uptake of 99mTc-MAb-170H.82 in

the right axilla.
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In three patients, there was qualitative and
quantitative increase in liver uptake at 24 hours (>
40% of the injected dose as determined by ROI
analysis) and concomitant reduction in blood pool
and lesion uptake. No relation to dose could be
ascertained; liver function was normal in these
patients and no hepatic metastases were
demonstrated. HAMA was not present in any of the
three patients. All three patients did poorly in their
subsequent clinical course with rapidly progressive
disease.

No meaningful difference among the three doses of
MAb-170H.82 was observed, and the 1 mg dose has
been chosen as the routine dose for all future imaging
studies. No activity was seen at any time point in
thyroid or stomach, confirming the absence of free
99mTc pertechnetate.

99mTc-MAb-B43.13

As this group of patients had previous surgery, no
tumor assessment was made and the RIS data were
used only to develop a pharmacokinetic model and
provide radiation dosimetry estimates. Images were
comparable to those described in the literature for
99mTc labelled antibodies (18, 27).

Pharmacokinetics

A two-compartment model was found to best
represent the serum biodistribution of both 99mTc-
labelled compounds. This model is be described by:

tzezC
t

eCtC λλ −+
−

= 1
1)( (1)

where: C1 and Cz  are constants defined by the

model and reflect the amount of product in each
phase, λ1

 is the distribution phase rate-constant and

λz
 is the terminal elimination phase rate-constant.

The volume of distribution for all data sets was
approximately equal to the blood volume, within

experimental error. Serum data used in development
of this model are presented graphically for both
MAbs in Figure 6, where the data points are
estimated to have an associated error of 5%. A non-
linear best-fit of the data was performed using
WinNonlin.

Figure 6: Serum biodistribution of 99mTc-MAb-B43.13

and 99mTc-MAb-170H.82. Solid and dotted lines

represent the pharmacokinetic equations describing

the biodistribution for each MAb.

A summary of the parameters representing
coefficients from equation 1 (mean ± standard
deviation), the 99mTc serum mean residence time
(MRT) and the serum and renal clearance are
presented in Table 1 (with estimates of the standard
error). Half-lives are reported rather than the rate-
constants to facilitate comparison with similar data in
the literature, where t½1 is the distribution phase half-
life, and t½z is the terminal elimination phase half-

life.

The data were compared using equal- and unequal-
variance t values, as well as a test for equality of
variances and a 95% confidence interval for the
difference in means. Homogeneity-of-variance was
conducted using Levene’s test that is less dependent
on the assumption of normality than most tests.
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Table: Mean pharmacokinetic parameters obtained from a two compartment model representing the biodistribution of
99mTc-MAb-B43.13 (n = 10) and 99mTc-MAb-170H.82 (n = 6), where: C 1 and Cz  are constants defined by the model, t ½1 is

the distribution phase rate-half-life, t ½z
 is the elimination phase half-life and MRT is the mean residence time.

MAb C 1(% ID) C z(% ID) t½1(h) t½z(h) MRT(h) Serum
Clearance
(mL/h)

Renal
Clearanc
e (mL/h)

B43.13 48 ± 8 52 ± 8 2.6 ± 1.3 31.3 ± 4.8 42.1 ± 6.1 121 ± 33 53 ± 22

170H.82 42 ± 12 59 ± 10 4.4 ± 1.0 38.0 ± 4.8 50.1 ±  7.5  76 ± 20 31 ± 10
t-test
(95%)

0.299 0.127 0.014 0.021 0.021 0.010 0.036

Only tz failed the Levene’s test, in which case the

unequal variance t-value was used. Equal variance t-
values were used for all other variables. Significance
values for the t-test are presented in the final row.

Figure 7: Urinary elimination of 99mTc labelled

metabolites following the injection of 99mTc-MAb-

B43.13 or 99mTc-MAb-170H.82 in patients expressed

as a percentage of the injected dose (%ID).

In order to assess whether the model developed from
radioactivity measurements reflected the distribution
of the MAbs, an ELSIA-based test (for MAb-B43.13)
and SE-HPLC methods (for MAb-170H.82) were
used. A pharmacokinetic assessment of 99mTc-MAB-
B43.13 was performed for both the radiolabelled
compound and the intact MAb-B43.13 and are
reported elsewhere. Both data sets were best fit by
the same two-compartment model. Significant
differences in the model constants, C1 and Cz were
found and indicated that there was a higher

proportion of MAb-B43.13 in the elimination phase:
C1 (

99mTc) = 48±8, C1 (B43.13) = 28±18; Cz (99mTc)
= 52±8, C1 (B43.13) = 72±18. No significant
differences were found in any of the other model
parameters. Only limited data were available to
assess the biodistribution of 99mTc-MAb-170H.82 and
MAb-170H.82. SE-HPLC was used to estimate the
molecular weight of the radiolabelled compound in
patient blood samples collected at 1 hour and 18
hours post-injection. Only radiolabelled MAb-
170H.82 was present in the one hour sample,
however approximately 8% of the radioactivity for
the 18 hour sample was associated with an
unidentified, low molecular weight compound, the
remainder was associated with the intact MAb.

Dosimetry

Standard MIRD schema were used to estimate the
radiation dose to patients receiving the 99mTc-labelled
MAbs. Source organs were chosen from whole-body
gamma camera images and ROIs were drawn around
each organ and used to develop their respective time-
activity curves. As no thyroid or bowel activity was
observed, the contribution of unbound 99mTc was
assumed to be negligible. Radiation dose estimates
based on thyroid and bowel radioactivity were
consequently deemed unnecessary. Tumors were not
identified as part of this imaging protocol and as a
result estimates of tumor uptake were not available.
The radiation dose was calculated using, as source
organs: the liver, spleen, kidneys, heart, the
'remainder of the body', and a dynamic bladder
model.
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Table: Radiation dose estimates expressed in mGy/GBq following the IV administration of 99mTc-MAb-B43.13 or 99mTc-

MAb-170H.82.

Dose mGy/GBq Dose mGy/GBqTarget Organs

B43.13 170H.82

Target Organs

B43.13 170H.82
Adrenals 13  ± 2 12 ± 0.6 Muscle 7  ± 1 6 ± 0.3

Brain 5  ± 1 5 ±0.3 Ovaries 10  ± 1 9 ± 0.5
Breasts 6  ± 1 5 ± 0.3 Pancreas 13  ± 2 11 ± 0.6

GB Wall 15  ± 3 14 ± 0.9 Red  Marrow 8  ± 1 7 ± 0.4
LLI 9  ± 1 8 ± 0.5 Bone Surface 12  ± 2 11 ± 0.6
Sml Intestine 10  ± 1 9 ± 0.5 Skin 4  ± 1 4 ± 0.2

Stomach 10  ± 1 9 ± 0.4 Spleen 24  ± 11 9 ± 0.4
ULI 10  ± 1 9 ± 0.5 Thymus 9  ± 1 9 ± 0.6
Heart Wall 24  ± 4 26 ± 3.5 Thyroid 7  ± 1 6 ± 0.4

Kidney 38  ± 15 37 ± 6.9 UB Wall 31  ± 6 23 ± 6.5
Liver 29  ± 9 27 ± 3.2 Uterus 11  ± 1 9 ± 0.8

Lungs 9  ± 1 9 ± 0.5 Total Body 8  ± 1 7 ± 0.4

LLI = large lower intestine, ULI = upper large intestine, UB wall = urinary bladder wall

The main route of elimination was via the urinary
system, where approximately 18% of the injected
dose was eliminated in 24 hours. Kidney doses were
estimated directly from gamma camera images as
described above, however, due to the variable filling
and voiding of the radioactive bladder contents, a
mathematical model was used to evaluate the dose to
the bladder wall. Dose estimates to the bladder wall
in this report were based on the standard MIRD
phantom (28, 29). As this model utilizes blood
clearance in the determination of bladder wall dose,
the urinary bladder dose was modified by the ratio of
the urinary clearance to the blood clearance in order
to compensate for elimination by other mechanisms,
such as tissue uptake. Dosimetry estimates from these
patient groups are presented in Table 2. Levene's test
for equality of variances supported the assumption
that the data were drawn from a homogeneous group
so that equal-variance t-values were used for all
comparisons. Significant differences were found for
the spleen and urinary bladder wall (p = 0.05).

DISCUSSION

Although the B43.13 and 170H.82 MAbs recognize
different antigens, they are both of the same subclass
(IgG1), and differ from each other only in the hyper-
variable region. Both MAbs were labelled with 99mTc
in the same manner. It was thus not unexpected that
the same two-compartment model could be used to
describe the serum biodistribution of both 99mTc
labelled MAbs. However, significant differences
were observed in the time-course of the two MAbs
tested and are reflected in their elimination
characteristics. MAb B43.13 was eliminated more
quickly and was attributed to be due in part to the
circulating CA 125. The effect of circulating CA 125
on the serum pharmacokinetics of this MAb has been
previously evaluated (30), and no significant change
in serum pharmacokinetics was observed over a wide
range of CA 125 levels (up to 760 U/mL). However,
it was observed that serum CA 125 levels were
significantly reduced immediately post-injection, in
most cases by over 90%. This implied almost
complete antigen/antibody complex formation in the
presence of the MAb-B43.13 excess and the
subsequent rapid clearance of the complex from
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circulation. These complexes are removed from the
serum by the reticular endothelial system, of which
the spleen is a likely organ contributing to their
removal. Splenic uptake was confirmed on gamma
camera images for the 99mTc-MAb-B43.13 group.
This second route of clearance from the serum could
help to explain its faster elimination properties when
compared to MAb-170H.82, for which there was no
associated circulating antigen. As no pre-existing
HAMA response was observed for these groups of
patients, the formation of a HAMA complex was not
expected to significantly alter the observed
pharmacokinetics.

Liver and kidney uptake for both MAbs was likely
related to their metabolic and excretory functions,
while one may speculate that the spleen localization
observed for MAb-B43.13 may have an
immunological basis. The urinary excretion value
(approximately 18% at 24 hours) highlighted a
further consequence of the study design, in that
almost no immunoglobulin would be expected to be
eliminated by this route during this time frame. This
could be a result of the known metabolic handling of
the 99mTc-immunoglobulin complex, during which
there was dissociation of the radiolabel (31, 32).
Although not measured, a contributing factor could
be the metabolic removal of 99mTc from the MAb by
transchelation to low molecular weight products,
which are primarily cleared by the kidneys. This
process is also supported by inherent instability in the
99mTc-MAb bond in the presence of endogenous
sulphydryl containing substances (33, 34).

Tumor uptake as observed from the gamma camera
images from these two RIS agents were not directly
compared, as many of the ovarian cancer patients in
the B43.13 trial had recent surgery to remove their
primary tumor. The B43.13 imaging protocol was
designed to collect data to establish the
pharmacokinetic profile for this MAb and provided
an estimate of the 99mTc radiation dosimetry.
However, the imaging efficacy with MAb 170H.82 in
breast cancer patients was measured prior to
treatment and was found to detect tumor in both the
primary site and in regional lymph nodes. These
results, together with the sensitivity and positive

predictive value reported elsewhere (18), suggests a
possible clinical role for this MAb.

The low levels of HAMA seroconversion for these
MAbs were lower than those reported in the literature
(35, 36) suggesting that repeat imaging may be a
possibility and that a wider routine role for this
radiopharmaceutical could be envisaged, particularly
in the ongoing management of this population of
patients; multidose trials are required to confirm this.
Adverse effects on serum tumor marker
measurements are unlikely to occur in the presence of
low HAMA, thus increasing the routine acceptability
of the test (37).

Radiation dosimetry estimates obtained from this
clinical trial are comparable to those quoted for other
99mTc labelled radiopharmaceuticals (38), and are
significantly less than those reported for 111In labelled
Mabs (39). The administered dose of 99mTc used in
this study is higher than in most routine nuclear
medicine procedures; this dose was chosen to allow
high quality SPECT images at 24 hours post injection
and for dosimetry data acquisition to 48 hours. The
estimates calculated for this paper appears to be in
keeping with acceptable human limits, and
comparable to most other diagnostic imaging
investigations.

A visual inspection of the data in Table 2 describing
the radiation dose estimates for the two 99mTc labelled
MAbs revealed significant differences between two
of the target organs; the urinary bladder wall and the
spleen. An independent samples t-test yielded values
of 0.025 for the bladder wall and 0.004 for the spleen
at the 95% level of significance. One possible cause
for the increased radiation dose to the spleen in the
patient group receiving MAb-B43.13 could have
been due to the effect of circulating CA 125, where
the MAb/Ag complex was removed from the blood
by the spleen. The higher radiation dose to the
urinary bladder wall for 99mTc-B43.13 was attributed
to the greater renal clearance observed for 99mTc-
B43.13 (53 ± 22 mL/h) compared to 99mTc-170H.82
(31 ± 10 mL/h).
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A comparison of these results to those of other
directly 99mTc labelled immunoglobulins show no
unusual accumulation and these MAbs appeared to
behave in a relatively predictable and reproducible
pattern within the limitations of the study (30, 40)

CONCLUSION

Although the B43.13 and 170H.82 MAbs are similar
in that they are both from the same IgG1 subclass and
were labelled with 99mTc in the same manner, their
biodistribution patterns revealed that the 99mTc-MAb-
B43.13 cleared more quickly. This was ascribed to
complexation with the blood-borne CA 125 antigen,
which was indirectly confirmed by the observed
uptake in the spleen. RIS imaging did not appear to
be compromised, and highlights the recognition of
the native antigen in vivo by this MAb, and confirms
its target specific localization capabilities reported as
reported by Noujaim and co-workers (41). The
pharmacokinetics for both of these MAbs facilitated
RIS imaging and tumor visualization at 24 hours
post-injection.

The Phase II RIS study from which the 99mTc-MAb-
170H.82 patients were drawn has shown promise,
and confirmed the results of the initial pilot study. A
Phase III trial has commenced to evaluate the role of
99mTc-MAb-170H.82 in the workup of patients with
locoregional recurrence. The pharmacokinetics and
prior successful imaging with 99mTc-MAb-B43.13 in
pilot studies suggest that further studies are justified
for this agent as a diagnostic tool in the routine
management of patients with ovarian cancer.

Radiation dose estimates for both MAbs were within
expected ranges and posed no undue exposures
within this group of patients.
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